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This study aimed to explore: a) the family burden and coping strategies of key-relatives of patients with schizophrenia living in five European countries; b) the relationship of family burden and coping strategies with patients’ symptoms and disability; c) the changes in the levels of burden and coping strategies over time.

A sample of 236 relatives of patients with schizophrenia was followed up prospectively for one year with regard to burden and coping strategies, using validated questionnaires.

Relatives experienced high burden when they had poor coping resources and social support. Relatives in Mediterranean centres were more resigned, and more often used spiritual help as a coping strategy. Resignation and reduction in social interests correlated with burden. In the sample as a whole, the burden was stable at one-year follow up. A reduction of family burden over time was found among relatives who adopted less emotion-focused coping strategies and received more practical support from their social network. In addition, family burden decreased in relation to the improvement of patient’s social functioning.

These data indicate that: a) family burden and coping strategies can be influenced by cultural factors; b) when relatives are able to improve their coping strategies, it is possible for burden to be reduced even after several years. This points to the need to provide families of psychotic patients with interventions emphasising the adoption of an effective coping style.
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In recent years, personality disorders have been recognised as a major therapeutic issue - and a challenge for many “evidence” based therapists who contend to bring rapid ameliorations through interventions restricted to a limited goal. On the other hand, it has been show (P Fonagy 1996) that psychoanalytic therapies were generally efficient in the treatment of personality disorders. In fact, this issue has been discussed in psychoanalytic literature as far back as 1908, and it can be expected that a number of these elaborations can still prove to be relevant for such patients. We will review the main trends of this abundant literature, and compare three aspects: 1. causality of personality disorders, 2. modes of therapeutic intervention, 3. what sort of change is expected to be brought forth.
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The psychoanalytic experience with borderline patients, through the transferenceal reliving and remembrance that allows, reveals the double - according to the freudian theory - dimension of trauma.